The article examines the presentation of the protagonist as alienated radical activist in the novels Отцы и дети (Fathers and Sons) 
Once placed in this setting, both protagonists are led into a situation which pits their urban radicalism against a form of gentry liberalism. As would be expected, each novelist relies heavily on dialogue to develop a conflict which arises from ideological antagonism, but there is a difference in the function of these confrontations. In Hard Times they so dominate the core of the work that plot is relatively unimportant and the narrator's comments are little more than extended stage directions. In Fathers and Sons, which has a plot of greater complexity, the narrator's intrusions direct the reader's perception of events, while ideological arguments serve primarily to motivate a course of action which eventually has little to do with ideology. Nevertheless, both works begin with a similar conflict, and they present it in much the same terms 
